The Course
An intensive, 5-day residential experience, this
Course is the only one of its kind, combining
realistic trading sessions (electronic and voice)
with informative lectures by industry experts on
regulation, strategies, principles and industry
best practice in FX and broader OTC trading
environments.
This unique course provides real insight into the
interaction between traders, sales, brokers,
customers, middle and back office, risk, legal
and compliance teams at all stages of the
transaction lifecycle.
Course is run in accordance with the FX Global
Code and other applicable industry Codes of
Conduct that encourage best practice, integrity
and professionalism in OTC markets.
Course accredited in the UK for 40 CPD hours.

Information
Course runs annually in the UK, at a residential
location close to Central London.
Course fee covers:
 5 day intensive Training Programme –
including all course materials, trading
simulation facility, presentations and lectures.
(Note: Delegates have only one free evening
during the course).
 5 nights’ accommodation; all meals and daily
refreshments during course.

ACI UK DEALING
SIMULATION COURSE

 Black tie awards Ceremony and Dinner.
(Managers welcome to join delegates at the
Dinner at no cost).
 40 CPD hours
Travel arrangements/visa requirements are the
responsibility of each delegate.

Developed in association with ACI
Australia, the Dealing Simulation Course
has run for more than 20 years in multiple
locations around the world including
Australia, Bahrain, Denmark, Hungary,
Kuwait, Kenya, Malaysia, New Zealand, Sri
Lanka, South Africa, UK and USA.

Contact
Delegate Registration and Course information
dsc@aci-uk.com

The fastest, most interactive way to
understand trading dynamics and
relationships in FX & OTC markets

Sponsorship/Events
Tina.kane@aci-uk.com

DSC global sponsors
In association with ACI Australia

“Fastest, most interactive way to understand FX and OTC trading environments”

Lectures on industry initiatives, challenges
regulation, strategies and behaviours combined
with intense, simulated dealing environment to
provide an end to end understanding of all
aspects of the trading environment..

What will you gain from this Course?

Who should join this Course?

By the end of the Course, you will gain a thorough understanding of:

 New market entrants, junior traders and sales staff








 Middle and back office staff

Trading in FX & OTC markets including Prime Brokerage, Futures and FX Options
Role of dealers, sales, brokers and Central Banks
Methods and psychologies of trading
Up to date regulation and compliance obligations
Risk management techniques
Technical analysis

Delegates must pass a formal exam on the final day of the course in order to
receive the ACI UK DSC Certificate (of attainment). Delegates (and line
managers) receive a tailored report highlighting strengths and successes and
providing invaluable insight into delegates’ trading ‘style’ (particularly, how you
work within a team in a pressured and challenging environment).

Unique learning experience
Guided by market practitioners, undertake the
roles of Chief Dealer, Trader and Broker in
intensive, hands-on trading sessions in a
rigorous, simulated dealing environment.

What do delegates say about this Course?
“Most interesting and exciting course I've ever
participated in - thank you!”
“Everyone running the Course was superb and
without them this wouldn’t be as excellent as it is. I
wish I could do it all over again.”

“I feel I have learned a lot here - shout out to the
panel: passionate, experts and all very likeable!
Truly impressed - give yourselves a round of
applause!”

Learn trading and pricing strategies and test
them with ‘counterparties’ representing banks,
hedge funds, corporates, asset managers and
Central Banks, reacting to news and economic
headlines generated in ‘real’ time.

*Individual and team prizes presented at the
awards dinner held at the end of the course.

 Asset Management and Corporate Treasury
personnel

“Brilliant course; would recommend it to anyone.”

With your team, manage your trading book
(P&L) for the duration of the Course.*

Work with your team in a highly competitive and
exciting environment.

 Operations, legal and compliance personnel

Certificates and individual/team
prizes awarded at end of course

Everything you learn tested in
‘live’ trading sessions

“I really, really recommend this Course to everyone
working in the FX space… I was amazed at the
speed at which I learned.”
“The course is fantastic…it is a great way to teach
newcomers to the markets in an intense
environment.”
“Very informative…covered every aspect of
trading.”

